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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Gemyn is a decentralized organization made of a team of crypto-enthusiasts and decentralized ﬁnance advocates. Our mission is to restore the foundational principles that Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies were designed around.
- Mine our crypto without any problem and with any device.
- Secure hardware wallet directly connected to your mobile device.
Mine your Gemyn just like the old days and use the legacy beneﬁts
of why crypto was made. Already used and mined by people all over
the world.

P R O B L E M

&

A D V A N T A G E S
Gemyn is the project of several crypto enthusiasts who started in the cryptocurrency
world around 2010, they were part of the ﬁrst users that could mine the different new
cryptos that were around that time and loved the mining interaction. Following recent
years they found they could not mine any major cryptocurrency available in the market,
so they decided to create this new cryptocurrency anyone can use, in order to make use
of the old mining machines many people around the globe have but don’t know what
to do with them.
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The idea behind Gemyn was to create a cryptocurrency that
anyone can mine, all over the world. Especially in low
income countries we see that many mining machines are
being wasted due to the difﬁculty of the actual
cryptocurrencies for mining, so we wanted to give those
users a new opportunity of mining some-thing new and f resh.
We want to become the most used cryptocurrency in the
globe following the drop of BTC use everywhere due to the
high commission and slow transactions.

The idea of gemyn is to provide these crypto users a second chance of that ﬁrst “Mining
experience” they had in the beginning. While making a plan to boost PoW users to a
more sustainable and clean mechanism like PoS that Gemyn has in their roadmap.
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Bring old mining machines to use and
create a chain of recycling for old machines so they can start upgrading their
technology at the same time they are
using it without making more losses but
winnings now that they are mining
Gemyn.
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After a year or so of mining we want to upgrade the blockchain and create a different DPOS solution, the idea is to create
an environment that will recycle and then
evolve into something new and different.
We are already planning to develop
Gemyn 2.0.
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In the meantime, we are going to
create our own e-sports betting platform,
sponsor some casinos, and be used
by many people around the globe.

S O L U T I O N
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P R O D U C T
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Made by crypto-enthusiasts for the crypto
community, the Gemyn network is
based on
a
proprietary
algorithm
with
Proof-of-Work (PoW) and uses
sCrypt, which aims to offer low fees and
fast tran-sactions.
GMN was built by crypto miners to
crypto miners.
Transacting in GMN, you’re passively
contri-buting to the Gemyn Foundation
which su-pports environmental and social
issues ari-sing f rom the aggressive growth
of mains-tream cryptocurrencies and the
ICO-boom.

MINING
ALGORITHM
PoW Mechanism based on
sCrypt, everyone can mine.

ACCESSIBILITY FOR
EVERYONE
Our own mining pool with a
dashboard for accessibility
and usage.

MOBILE
APPLICATION
Hardware cold wallet connected to your mobile.

HIGH RISK
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M A R K E T

10%

FINANCE

40%

12%

38%

There are many mining factories in low income countries that are not making
a proﬁt and we would like to allow them to mine our crypto. We want to
impact these countries and the world by making crypto events,
improvements and we are already connected to the market.

GAMING

Due to the lack of trust in the government and low values of the FIAT
currencies in those countries many people use cryptocurrencies to save
theirs funds, to invest in different cryptos and hold savings, locally some of our
teams transact around 1-2 Millions USD worth of crypto daily.

MINING
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USERS

MINING

COOLBITX

More and more people are

More than 70 miners

We have a partnership with

Big community companies

trying to use GMN around

(Collaborators) around the

CoolBitX, that they will list us

are interested in using our

the globe. We haven’t made

globe mined us, and got

and give us special cards for

coin as a new way of

any type of marketing, ICO

around 10 million GMN

Gemyn.

business.

or anything related, all

already. This GMN will be

organic.

locked for about 1-2 years.

BCC

T R A C T I O N

O U R
M I N I N G

P O O L
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TRANSPARENT &
RELIABLE

REFERRAL CODE

EXCELLENT
SECURITY

FASTEST GROWING
COMMUNITY

The mining pool will be accessible to everyone, every block
mined will be available for all of
the user of Gemyn to see.

Up to 15% profit f rom all your
f riends, every time you invite
someone and they buy a
special GMN package you will
earn 15% of the value in USDT.

The Gemyn network uses
sCrypt, which has one of the
best securities scheme in the
blockchain ecosystem.

The Gemyn network requires
memory rather than processing power. Therefore more
access
to
more
people
around the world.
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B U S I N E S S
M O D E L

ALLOCATION AND VESTING SCHEME
Gemyn launched its mainnet on Feb 04, 2021, with
their ﬁrst miners connected, the team already
pre-mined 3.5 million coins for technology purposes
and support the network, the Gemyn project has a
total supply of 64.5 Million coins, available to
mine for everyone, as of March 2022, there are
already more than 10 million coins mined f rom
the
globe.
Is
different collaborators around
important to notice that those coins are going
to be locked at least 1-2 years.

TOTAL SUPPLY: 64.000.000 GMN

TEAM AND ADVISORS: 1.500.000 GMN

TECH & DEVELOPMENT: 2.000.000 GMN

LIQUIDITY MINING: 50.000.000 GMN
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Q1 - 2022

Q2 - 2022

Q2 - 202 2

R O A D M A P

Q3 /4 - 202 2

COOLWALLET

ESPORT BETTING

TESTNET GMN 2.0

MAINNET GMN 2.0

MINING DEVICES

CRYPTO CASINO

GMN-20, GMN-233

PLUGIN WALLET

MINING POOL

TOP COIN

P2P

EXCHANGE

DPOS

NFT MARKETPLACE

ICO

A N N E X E S
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WEBSITE

https://gemyn.com
Coming soon:
Available on:

MINING POOL
https://gemyn.com/register
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T H A N K
Y O U

From the Gemyn Project we appreciate
your time looking at this presentation, if
you have any questions feel f ree to send
us an email to:
social@gemyn.com

GEMYN PROJECT

